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NEWS OPINION

The London Mayor has hit out at the burden protests put on the police but says he agrees with the
climate change

By Sadiq Khan Mayor Of London
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We need an urgent step change in the way we think and act in order to tackle climate change.
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Last year, I declared a climate emergency in London.

The bold policies we have been pursuing from City Hall, since I was elected Mayor, are because I re

usual is simply not enough to stop the worst effects of climate change on our planet.

In the last few months, we have seen a growing momentum behind this cause – from the youth clim

Rebellion protests across London and the inspirational campaigner, Greta Thunberg, urging politica

take bold action to help avert the catastrophic impact of climate change.

I support the democratic right to peaceful and lawful protest, but the recent protests, some of whic

enormous burden on our already overstretched and under resourced police.

They also had a big impact on some of London’s communities and businesses.

However, I share the protesters’ passion about tackling climate change and I absolutely agree that w

country, and fast.

Today I will meet the climate change campaigners to discuss how we can work together and how w

Government to properly play their role. In London, we know what we need to do to drastically cut o

begun to make progress.

inRead invented by T

Greta Thunberg met with politicians last week (Image: PA)
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Many of the measures City Hall is already implementing address the demands from the protesters

I have already adopted a target for London to be zero-carbon, and London was one of the first glob

implementing a climate action plan that is compatible with the Paris climate agreement to keep glo

degrees.

London has the boldest plans to tackle air pollution of any major city – with the world’s first Ultra L

watched closely around the globe.

Under my watch, Transport for London is cleaning up our buses and are now only licensing zero-em

I continue to oppose the third runway at Heathrow airport, and am working with environmental ca

challenging in the courts the Government’s decision to expand Heathrow.

London is the only major city in the country that’s implementing a zero-carbon homes standard for

developments – something that is planned to be extended to all non-domestic developments this y

fund to invest in low-carbon solutions across the city has been created.

(Image: PA)
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We can also make progress by working to end institutional investment in companies which extract 

directly to climate change.

I have been working to speed up divestment here in London as well as internationally, collaboratin

global city network.

So we are leading the way in London and already making real progress.

But the reality is City Hall only has the powers and resources to reduce less than half the carbon em

zero-carbon by 2050, let alone 2025.

The truth is the Government holds the overwhelming majority of the crucial levers across taxation,

This includes: the ability to end the sale of fossil-fuelled vehicles by 2030, rather than 2040; the reso

greater support for solar and community energy schemes; the powers to install more low-carbon h

halt, and reverse, the cuts that have been made to climate programmes, which are undermining ou

emergency we face; and the ability to adequately fund the insulation of homes to make them more

So it’s high time that the Government listened to the growing calls from concerned citizens and eith

devolves powers and resources to cities like London that would jump at the chance to do what is n

emergency.

One thing the Government could do straight away is devolve powers now to London and other loca

meaningful and effective minimum energy efficiency standards for our existing homes, helping red

saving many families money on their energy bills.

In London, we are doing all we can and I will continue to push forward with our trailblazing measur

across London’s boroughs to address our climate emergency.

But I can’t pretend that we can do it all alone. This week the Committee on Climate Change will ann

reach the zero-carbon target.

The Government must use this as an opportunity to set out what action it will take, together with a

The time for talking and planning is well and truly over.
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The time for proper national action is now.
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